
School of Education Postgraduate Research Symposium at Suva 

 

From left: Professor Govinda Lingam addressing thesis candidates during the symposium. 

Others: Taniela Raicama, Dominique Mahuri, Derick Liosulia and Adrian Kumar. 

 

The School of Education hosted a postgraduate symposium for its students based at Suva, Fiji, 

on Friday 28 September and Monday 1 October, 2018.  Professor Govinda Lingam addressed 

thesis candidates of the School of Education on the importance of driving their own learning and 

that supervisors should act as guide to them. Professor Lingam also emphasized the need to seek 

advice from others, read a lot, and take writing their thesis very seriously. Often, many students 

may view seeking assistance as a weakness and may hesitate to do so but that should not be the 

case. Being willing to source help is beneficial. Professor Lingam suggested that candidates have 

a look at complete theses at the library and see how others have done it and that generally there 

are conventions to be followed.  

Professor Lingam pointed out that the USP School of Education continues to collaborate with 

other postgraduate schools such as Monash University, where two of our thesis candidates 

attended their symposium recently. He thanked supervisors for the effort put in with thesis 

candidates of the School and encouraged timetabled meets and being proactive in arranging such 

interactions. He encouraged students to read widely and learn as much from being thesis writers. 



 

Vasiti Chambers (sitting far right) facilitated the Information Research Skills Workshop. 

On the second day, School of Education Postgraduate students participated in an Information 

Research Skills Workshop facilitated by Ms Vasiti Chambers, Librarian, and Ms Ana Kitoleilei, 

Faculty Learning Support. In the symposium itself thesis candidates presented their work, 

whatever stages they were, and received feedback from peers and staff members. These are 

intended to provide useful feedback and act as stimulus to thesis completions.  


